INTERMEDIATE
LOCKWOOD LOOP TRAIL
Duration: Approx 2.5 hrs.
Moderate hike on out-and-back trail loop and small elevation changes. Terrain offers mixed hardwoods and softwoods with some wet spots which can be avoided. Look for bear-marked beech, Lockwood Brook and abandoned ski trail at farthest end, split boulder with small critter ‘home’ on lower loop and animal tracks.

LOCKWOOD LOOP TRAIL
Approx 2.5 hrs
Trailhead: south edge of Snowflake trail, just above the roped-off water bar; marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.

OUTBACK GUIDED SNOWSHOE TOURS AVAILABLE
For more information and to make a reservation, call 888-651-4827 or email skiandrideschool@sugarbush.com